
          
 
 

 

                   
          

             
             

              
            

             
             
            
        

                  
                
    

             
            

             
           

 

                 
                  
           

               
             

            
             

                
                   

            

           
              

           
       

Q & A December 15th, 2020 Edmentum Family information Meeting 

Content/Curriculum 

Q1. What if your student has made it through all of the grade level content in Study Island? Is 
the content the same once they have completed their assignments? 

A. Students should work through their grade level content in Study Island multiple times 
throughout the school year. To gain access to content after completion: Click my 
classes, find the class that represents their resident building and grade level, click the 
green button “View Assignments.” This will provide students to spiral back through 
their grade level content to gain a deeper level of understanding and additional 
practice. Though some of the instruction, tutorials and topics will be the same, 
students will be able to achieve a deeper understanding through different practice 
problems and different questions within game mode. 

Q2. If your child is behind their grade level wouldn't it make sense to focus more on Exact 
Path to get them caught up? As opposed to them getting frustrated with Study Island because 
they can't keep up? 

A. Students who are below grade level need to access grade level content while 
receiving remediation in order to ensure they are not developing additional academic 
deficiencies. Just as important that students above grade level continue to develop a 
deeper level of understanding within grade level content while exploring enrichment 
opportunities. 

Q3. We are seeing a lot of questions without being taught a lesson on the particular subject. 
Is there somewhere that shows us what topics they should be learning in what order? The A, 
B, C, doesn’t necessarily seem to be in order of learning 

A. Exact Path creates a learning path to meet students at their academic level. In saying 
that, it is possible students scored well on their diagnostic assessment and surpassed 
topics they need additional instruction. Study Island has implemented a scope and 
sequence that is aligned to the Common Core State and National Standards. 

Q4. How do we answer questions regarding maps, when they do not provide a map? A 
question asked my child to move blocks to a box, but my child could not move any blocks on 
the screen, how do we proceed when the activity fails to work? 

A. These are programming concerns that Edmentum Tech Support needs to address. 
Edmentum has asked that parents reach out to them personally as they will ask 
specific questions regarding the topic, activity, grade level, etc. Edmentum Tech 
Support can be reached at 800-447-5286. 



             
                 
        

                     
 

                
            
               

                
              
            

                   
 

              
           

      

      

                    
                  

  

            
             
               

               
             

              
            

                 
    

             
             

            
              
   

a. Note: Edmentum Tech Team has been great to work with. They have options 
in place to keep your place in line and call you back or leave a message, which 
is usually returned within 1 business day. 

Q5. Is there a way to know where in the year a kid needs to be in Study Island... quarter by 
quarter? 

A. Study Island is set up for students to spiral back through their grade level content. This 
allows students to engage with instruction and practice multiple times during the 
school year to gain a deeper level of understanding within content areas. At this time 
in the year, our K-2 students should have been able to go through their instruction and 
practice for all subjects. Our 3rd-6th graders should be wrapping up their first time 
through their content and begin their spiral back by February 5th, 2021. 

Q6. Will they reset again after 9 weeks? My son has already finished his math for the second 
time. 

A. The next reset is scheduled for February 8th, 2021 for all K-6 E-Learning students. 
Students who have completed their content/topics should continue to engage within 
the Study Island (see question #1). 

Exact Path & Study Island Reports 

Q7. Is there a place that we can see how many hours they have for the day/week? Is there a 
way for parents to run reports that track time on task within the Study Island and Exact Path 
programs? 

A. Exact Path reporting tools are available to show students progress, academic level, 
and provide parents an idea how their child is doing academically. Unfortunately, this 
tool does not provide a report that offers engagement time. On the other hand Study 
Island does offer a report within their platform that allows parents to run reports by 
day, week, and/or month where time can be tracked. These documents have been 
uploaded to our website and will be embedded into our google classrooms. Here are 
quick links to our reports: Study Island and Exact Path 

Q8. Can you provide a student’s progress in a personal email each week like Karen does for 
the upper grade students? 

A. Our elementary program does not have the parent sensei reporting features like our 
Courseware program which is used at the secondary level. Parents have the capacity 
to run these reports through their child’s/children’s accounts at the elementary level. 
Please see reporting tools on our district website and/or in our E-Learning Grade Level 
Google Classrooms. 

https://lincoln.k12.or.us/media/2020/12/Study-Island-Parent-Reports.pdf
https://lincoln.k12.or.us/media/2020/12/Exact-Path-Parent-Reports.pdf


                   
    

            
            

          

   

                
       

             
               

            
              

            
         

                
             

               
             

          
  

            

               
           

 

                  
   

           
               

                
   

                 
     

Q9. There is a choice of My Analytics that allows you to see time spent in Study Island and 
Exact Path time spent. 

A. Analytic reports do not align with engagement within the E-Learning platforms. Exact 
Path and Study Island have specific features that count engagement while the 
analytics track how long the application has been open. 

Supplemental Google Classroom 

Q10. So the google classroom content is not counted toward the time that they are on 
Edmentum? (they have to spend additional time?). 

A. Students' daily instructional time is not changing, our attendance teams will compile a 
total for Study Island and Exact Path. For those students who fall short of the 
threshold our attendance team members will look into attendance form submissions to 
account for additional time. It is important that students are still working within both 
Study Island and Exact Path daily. Our Google classrooms provide opportunities for 
the additional core content outside of the Edmentum Program. 

Q11. When will the Google docs be available in the Google classroom? Can we submit the 
form one time for each week or does this need to be daily? 

A. Our building attendance teams will begin using the Google form after the first of the 
year (January 4th, 2021). Families need to submit forms each day their child 
completes supplemental activities including non-instructional days if they want this 
time included. 

Q12. Do we round up to the nearest half hour (30 mins)? 

A. Families should round to the nearest half hour (e.g. 15 or more minutes would be 
equal to 30 minutes and 14 or lower would be 0). 

Attendance 

Q13. Is there new guidance on how much time to spend in Study Island, Exact Path and now 
Google classroom? 

A. Google Classroom activities provide additional core content in writing and science 
(K-2). The 70/30 split is between core content and intervention/extension. So 70% of 
time can be spent in Study Island and the Google classroom and the remaining 30% in 
Exact Path. 

Q14. Can you expand on which aspects of Study Island and Exact Path that are not being 
counted towards the weekly attendance 



 
 
 
 
 
 

             
            

               
            
    

             

             
             

              
             

                  
                   

            
             

            
               

   

     

                
   

           
               

    

 

             

               
            

A. At this time, we know Exact Path tracks time for Tutorial/Instruction, practice and 
mastery assessments. In Study Island instruction, practice and some game modes are 
being calculated into their report. With that said, the google attendance form is a great 
way to ensure these activities are being counted (flash cards, printable worksheets, 
and constructed responses). 

Q15. How much time/day should I encourage my child to spend on Edmentum? 

A. In order to meet the LCSD attendance threshold please see our What Counts 
document located on our district website (click here). Considering our attendance 
guidance it is important to know that students who engage more within the program 
are more likely to have a deeper level of understanding within content areas. 

Q16. If we move to CDL while everyone is online only but have to switch back to Edmentum, 
will our daughter need to take diagnostic tests again or will we pick up where we left off? 

A. December 4th, 2020 was the deadline to make changes for students' academic 
options. We do have additional times that students are able to change into 
CDL/Hybrid/E-Learning, please see scheduled dates here. Our E-Learning platform is 
capable of saving students' learning path and content if they were to jump between our 
academic options. 

E-Learning Testing (Diagnostic, Benchmarking, Etc.) 

Q17. In Exact Path, will there be additional diagnostic tests? If so, will the students' learning 
path be readjusted? 

A. E-Learning students will take three diagnostic assessments in Exact Path throughout 
the year, which will create a revised learning path for our students each time they 
complete the assessment. 

Other 

Q18. Is the percentage being reconsidered as to parents choosing another online option? 

A. This is governed by the Oregon Department of Education and the LCSD 3% cap has 
been met for the 2020-2021 school year since June of 2020. 

https://lincoln.k12.or.us/media/2020/10/Edmentum-Attendance-Information-for-Families-9.30.20.pdf
https://lincoln.k12.or.us/media/2020/09/Edmentum-Change-of-Academic-Option-Process-Dates-Rev.pdf

